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SURVIVAL OF THE KINDEST: 

Jo Abel - Telling the Story of Ordinary People
‘I think there is still an appetite and a desire for people to understand other 
people's worlds. And I think therein lies the compassion of documentary makers in 
that quest to give that opportunity to people.' 

Julian talks to award winning documentary maker, and his sister, Jo Abel.

‘I am proud to be the brother of Jo Abel. Jo is a successful documentary producer and 
director. Two of her most recent documentaries have been Exodus, telling the stories of 
refugees coming to Europe, and the just aired Once Upon a Time in Iraq. This 
documentary tells the stories of people who lived through the years of utter turmoil, 
demonstrating the reality of what the consequences are of making a decision to go to war. 
We talk mainly about compassion and the lack of it in the context of this extraordinary bit 
of film making, which everyone should watch. I cannot think of a clearer demonstration of 
why we should choose to be more compassionate, highlighted against the background of 
lack of compassion that accompanies violence.’
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TRANSCRIPTION
Speakers: Dr Julian Abel

Jo Abel

Intro  00:04

Welcome to Survival of the Kindest. Each week, your host, Dr. Julian Abel talks to his 
guests about their life, their work, and the role that the presence and absence of 
compassion has played. Join in the conversation by emailing us at 
compassion.pod@gmail.com on Twitter or Instagram at sotk_pod.


Julian  00:00

Welcome, Jo. We've known each other for a bit of time, and the giveaway is in the name 
because she's my sister. So she's known me longer than I've known her. But Jo has had 
a career as a very successful television producer. And we're going to talk about the role of 
compassion, and its absence in documentary filmmaking and all the incredible things that 
she's done. So Jo, do you want to just give us a potted history of your TV career?


Jo  00:36

Ah, okay, yes, and it's really good to know that I've known you longer than you've known 
me, Julian, it's always good to have an advantage, like 18 months, 14 months? I started 
in television, quite by mistake, I originally did a degree in education, and was very 
passionate about the role of education and the intrinsic value of learning and you know, 
the rights of equality of opportunity for children. And then I had two children of my own. 
And I was a single parent. 


	 And very strangely, I found teaching and then having children at home, a real clash. 
And without another adult there, there was a sort of blurring of what your expectations 
were and how you manage situations. And my life was quite chaotic at the time, and I got 
some work transcribing a film that was made by the husband of a fellow teacher about 
the Bollywood films. After that, through various strange circumstances, I've ended up 
becoming a researcher on an education program. So my two worlds met, which was 
really useful. 


	 And I did various different types of programs in with studio audiences. But I think 
that I always had a passion about allowing those who don't get heard a voice. And I think 
it's really important for me to say that there is a difference, I believe, between 
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documentary and other genres of television. And just over 20 years ago, I worked with a 
very lovely filmmaker called Paddy Wivell on two films called Boys and Girls, we spent a 
year on an estate in Hackney. And we followed the stories of some of the children who 
lived on that estate. 


	 What's really interesting about documentary making, when you're out there, filming 
it is that you are not a professional, you're not a doctor, you're not a social worker, you're 
not a health visitor, you somehow land in the middle of people's worlds, and you become 
the stranger on the train with them. And it's a very different role. Because although your 
feared for certain reasons, initially, if you have a transparency about what you're doing, 
and if you have a passion about what you're doing, and if you are able to communicate 
that in the way that you build relationships, you become for a time, a useful and important 
part of people's lives, because you're not threatening in the way that, when you're in a lot 
of those landscapes, professionals are threatening. 


	 I've continued through my career as a producer to work really solely in 
documentary and really always having the aim to allow people to tell their stories. There's 
always a difficulty and a clash, because you're being mediated by the platforms on which 
you are putting out your material. But I think there is still an appetite and a desire for 
people to understand other people's worlds. And I think therein lies the compassion of 
documentary makers in that quest to give that opportunity to people. 


Julian  01:24

Why so, why do you want to give voice to those who are not heard?


Jo  04:18

Because they've got a lot to say. Of course, everybody's got a lot to say. It seems to me 
that we live in a society where those who are biggest and loudest and greediest and 
fattest we get to hear their nonsense all the time. But you go inside people's homes and 
you are interested, genuinely interested in their lives, what they're doing and how they're 
doing it and why they're doing it. You know, there's all sorts of ways in which there are 
things that have to be in place for documentary to be successful. And by that I mean to 
communicate, and to reach out, and to engage, because that's what your job is, is to 
bring worlds individuals and understanding to that of a greater number of people. It's 
telling... you're a storyteller. You're just telling people's stories. 


	 And I've made series, I've made films about so many different human issues and 
stories, and they've all been interesting they have all given me a much greater 



understanding and tolerance of difference. I think it makes you less judgmental, and 
therefore you are more able to be compassionate, (since that's what we're talking about), 
and it opens your eyes. It allows you to accept difference without being frightened of it.


Julian  05:40

What are the documentary series that you've produced so far? What are the ones that 
stand out as well?


Jo  05:47

I mean, it's such a difficult question, because you know, the weirdness of television is that 
you inhabit these worlds for a certain amount of time, and then you move on to another 
world. But I'd say the sort of standout series that I've been involved in was the Boys and 
Girls series in Hackney, in which we followed a young girl and a young boy for a year. And 
it was about much more than just a story of these two children. It was a commission 
about poverty. It was about living in poverty, and what that meant. Not just financial 
poverty, but cultural poverty, if you like, but also how much humanity there was, and that 
there was love to be found, and that there were all sorts of people who collided in that 
world who brought really good things to it. 


	 And I was involved in Exodus, which was a series of six films, and I was involved in 
the final three films, the second series about the unfolding tragedy of the refugee crisis in 
Europe. And I think that was a real departure for me. I've made really a British domestic 
films you know about relationships between grandparents and their grandchildren. I've 
made films in Merthyr Tydfil and Grimsby about community and poverty and what 
happens to people and how that plays itself out. I came across really wonderful people 
from all walks of life, you'd never expect, or you would have made judgments about a 
wonderful man in Grimsby, who for the last 30 years, 40 years is running a youth club 
called the Shell, and he's religious, and he's funny, and he sees beyond his own beliefs, 
but integrates his beliefs into the world that he's created and the doors that he's open for 
these kids. 


	 And then when I did Exodus, you are suddenly exposed to a geopolitical 
landscape that you didn't really understand before. Because you went to the worlds of 
people who are absolutely criminalised, vilified, feared, and what it means to be a refugee 
the reality of what it means to be a refugee. I think it opened my world in a way that I 
hadn't expected. And you know, we are refugees, we come from a refugee family, for me, 
in a way, it was a story that was told to us over our lives and at different points that 
became more relevant or had a greater reality. 




	 But when I went to film with a rather wonderful Afghan woman called Nazifah, she 
had left her two children gone with her baby from Greece to Germany on a flight, she'd 
gone in as an asylum seeker. They paid 1000s and 1000s of pounds for her to do this. 
And she did it because she wanted a better life, for her children because they could never 
go back to Afghanistan. It was too dangerous for them. And they're classified as 
economic migrants. And this young woman of 24 took this leap that most of us would 
never be able to do. Never leave her children never, for an Afghan woman to find herself 
alone in Germany was an extraordinary thing to do. And when we got there to meet with 
her to film with her, we walked into this room on a sort of block in Berlin, that was housing 
refugees, and all she had was the bag that she'd come with. That was hand luggage on 
her back. She had nothing. 


	 We went out and we bought her various kitchen stuff and rugs for the room and 
clothes for her and the baby because it was Berlin, it was cold. And it was nothing. It 
meant nothing. Because all she wanted was her children and her husband to be with her. 
And to be that alone, and to have nothing and then to be hated. Because you're just 
trying to do what we all try and do which is to give our children a better life. It made me 
understand something about our own history, made me understand how people don't see 
refugees as individuals, they don't understand they've got a story, they don't understand 
that they haven't been living on camps all their life. This was a family of enormous poetry 
and care, and they love their children, and they wanted them to have an education, they 
were willing to risk everything, including their lives to get their children that opportunity.


Julian  10:28

So the last podcast I did was with Lin Clarke. And we mentioned it in the book about the 
power of stories, and how a good story changes you. You're not the same person that 
you were before you read it. And you found incredible ways of telling stories. And I think 
one of the things, you know, one of the remarkable things is that you let the people tell 
their stories of the last two series Exodus and Once Upon a Time in Iraq, you have these 
big decisions that are made that have absolutely devastating consequences. And 
historically, we don't tend to hear so much about the impact of the devastating 
consequences because war is dressed up as heroic and fine, and it's dressed up on all 
the participants who've been in the war. 


	 But the reality is something incredibly different. What it feels like is that those two 
series in particular have been a way of showing this absolutely dramatic contrast between 
the people who make policy decisions and, and the lives of the people affected. And I 
think that you really bring those stories to light, the people that you spoke to are so rich 



and full of life. And it's so shocking to see those people treated badly when they become 
refugees. It's kind of mind blowing, really, because it could be any of us.


Jo  12:07

Yeah, of course, but we don't, we don't understand that. And you know, there is always a 
way in which the poor of any society suffer more than anybody else. So if you're a poor 
refugee, your suffering is greater.


Julian  12:20

So let's start with Exodus. How on earth did you manage to find these people in the first 
place for they start their journey from three songbirds?


Jo  12:30

Well, in the first series of Exodus, the decision was made to hand out 100 telephones for 
people to film their own journeys, because there's so much that you can't film. Now, 
there's all sorts of problems about doing that. Because what you can never do is you 
have to start from the point of do no harm. And you have to make sure that if you did 
hand out phones to people that it didn't endanger them more than they were already in 
danger when they were making those crossings, when they were crossing borders. And 
the first Exodus Europe was opened when the 1 million refugees poured in, they were 
allowed to enter countries throughout Europe. 


	 I mean, the UK has always been really problematic for refugees to come to, you 
know, that's from the Second World War, First World War. The idea that this is some great 
open armed countries a complete fallacy as far as I can see. But what it's quite good at 
doing most of the time is allowing people to live in the same society without, you know, 
killing each other. On the second Exodus, things have changed really, really radically, the 
Schengen zone had been identified, people being sent back to the points of entry into 
Europe, which was absolutely horrendous for a lot of them. And it was much more 
difficult. 


	 So we had some contacts from some of the people that we'd followed in the first 
series, we knew where they were in camps in Greece, and in Germany. So you send out 
producers, basically, to go and hang out in those areas. So we met Nazifah, for instance, 
she was camping with a lot of other refugees near a park of some streets in Thessaloniki. 
And so we would go and, and they're very sort of special characters, the producers who 
work on these things, because they give their lives over to it for the time that they're doing 



it. And that's how you meet people by going out and in it and amongst it, and starting to 
talk to them. 


	 I mean, Iraq is a different process, and very interestingly, has provoked a much 
greater response. So Exodus was really critically acclaimed, and was a very important 
series. But there's something about what we've done in Iraq that has opened a wound of 
injustice. People know that political story and the tragedy and mendacity and lies that 
went on in order to get that invasion off the ground. But there's something about 
removing the voices of the politicians, and just giving voice to the ordinary people that 
has created a connection of compassion, obviously, between those that people thought 
were strangers living different lives to them, not having the same interest as them, seeing 
them as other. And it's had an enormous impact in a way that is really unexpected. 


Julian  15:34

What kind of impact has it had? I mean, tell us more about that.


Jo  15:38

It's been written about in the newspapers and opinion piece by Simon Jenkins, you know, 
these are important views to be you know, to be heard. Twitter, which I know very little 
about, but it's been very active on Twitter, we've put a bigger viewing audience to it than 
we would have done because it was put on I player as a box set, which the BBC hadn't 
done before. 


	 Which was a decision made after the first one went out so that people are able to 
watch it in a different way, in the way that people view Netflix, and they're not waiting a 
week between each film, then they haven't come back to it. It's there before them. And 
we've all been contacted by a lot of people, of friends, old colleagues, family, people, we 
don't know just saying what an extraordinary series is. And that's how it's been received. 
And I think it will go on being that, people will go back to it as a piece of history, because 
it's telling the story of ordinary people. 


Julian  16:42

It is just amazing. 




Jo  16:44

Oh, thank you. And for that, and for those people, people like Waleed, for people like 
Ashley Gilbertson who was the Australian photographer who carries the responsibility of 
the loss of somebody's life for Nate Sassaman who is a very compromised character. 
They found some compassion, that they weren't shown there.


Julian  17:07

Yeah. I mean, it was I mean, produces tears to even think of it. 


Jo  17:16

Yeah, 


Julian  17:16

(Crying) because it was the most horrific thing I've ever seen, it was, especially the last 
episode. 


Jo  17:25

Yeah. 


Julian  17:25

Just horrible 


Jo  17:26

These films, you never forget what you've seen. We've watched hours and hours of 
footage that is much more horrific


Julian  17:34

God I can imagine.


Jo  17:35

Than that we put out 




Julian  17:37

Yeah, 


Jo  17:37

but then you meet Um Qusay


Julian  17:40

so tell us the story of Um Qusay


Jo  17:42

So Um Qusay she lives in Tikrit, which is where Saddam Hussein comes from. She's a 
Sunni Muslim, but which has been very little relevance to her in her life, really, pre the 
invasion. She's got I think about five kids, she lives in a town called Al Alam. She said 
they were farmers, real peasants, and they lived that life all their lives. And I think she'd, 
like Waleed, sort of believe that life would probably get better when Saddam fell because 
it was such a Reign of Terror. 


	 But it was not unsafe to travel around. It was not unsafe to do anything. You 
weren't gonna get blown up. You know, a lot of them said that. So Um Qusay lives across 
the river, the Tigris, I think it's the Tigris, from the spiker camp, which was an American 
base, originally, which was used by the Iraqi security forces / army to train cadet soldiers. 
ISIS by this time is gaining ground, they've taken Mosul now about to take to Tikrit. And 
as they were moving towards Tikrit the officers of the spiker camp fled, and left four or 
5000 cadets, it was 4000 cadets, now they are mainly Shiites. And there was a sort of 
chaos about it. And in the film, you see the lines of 1000s of soldiers, young men walking 
away from the spiker camp, and ISIS pick them up. And they tell them that they're not 
going to kill them. They just got to repent, and then they can go on home. And this terrible 
massacre took place in which over 1700 of them were killed in a really disgusting, brutal 
execution. 


	 Um Qusay's son came back and said he'd been contacted by some soldiers that 
he knew and they needed help. And so she sent her son and daughter out in the truck to 
try and rescue some of these young men and over the period of time, so I suppose it was 
about seven weeks, she personally saved took into her home I think it was 54 or 84. I 
can't remember exactly how much it was young cadets. And she got them false papers. 



She took them across the borders into Erbil, by dressing them up as women, and she was 
in the van. She protected them. And she said in the film, I did it. Because I'm an Iraqi, and 
we're all Iraqis. And because without love, there is nothing. 


	 What an extraordinary, wonderful, funny person with a massive ego, is a real 
matriarch. Her husband and her son were killed by ISIS three days before that massacre 
took place. So she was also driven by real hatred devices, and a determination that her 
country wouldn't fall into the hands of these completely fundamentalist manned group of 
people. And she you flew to America, she was taken to America, which was really difficult 
for her to receive this award from Melania Trump, who she thinks is absolutely wonderful. 
And of course, you could have stayed, but she says Iraq's, my home, and I'll die here. I 
love it.


Julian  21:16

So it was one of the incredible contrasts when we, when Lin and I were talking last time 
we were talking about why is compassion so important? And why is the lack of it so 
terrible? And I think that those extremes came out in the film really clearly because oh, 
right from the very outset, with the reasons for going into Iraq in the first place were 
spurious. And then the consequences of that, and then the one disaster after another 
where there was just a horrific lack of compassion displayed again and again, and from 
Western forces to then the chaos that happened after the invasion to the Taliban. On top 
of it all, at the very end of it, you have ISIS coming in, it looked to me like they were the 
least compassionate of all and when that happened, then people were daily executed in 
the street, people had their hands cut off, there was no compassion at all for the people 
who suffered the… and yet amongst all of that you had these incredible people with 
enormous heart who put their own life at risk to save other people. The contrast was so 
enormous.


Jo  22:41

Yeah, Mosul Eye, Omar Mohammed, a blogger So, so


Julian  22:45

Tell us a story of Omar Mohammed.




Jo  22:48

So he was a professor of history at Mosul University, came from quite a religious family, 
very educated. Mosul was the most beautiful city you can imagine. I mean, you saw 
images of it before it was flattened by the American airstrikes in a bid to get ISIS out. And 
he couldn't continue with his job as a professor of history. And as he started to see what 
was happening in Mosul, he started to blog about it under the name of Mosul Eye, and 
nobody knew who he was, but he was... both him and Qusay had a price on their head. 
They both continue to be targets of ISIS. And he gave hope to those people in prisons in 
their own homes. 


	 Like Tahali, the young woman, she didn't come out of her house. I think it was 994 
days or something through two or three years and come out of her house, because she 
wouldn't wear a burqa. And every Iraqi that was killed, he published their name, he was 
driven to the brink of suicide by what he was witnessing on a daily basis. In the end, he 
had to leave because he was endangering... he was living with his family. And it was only 
a matter of time before somebody would have identified him. 


	 But you know, in the same way that Um Qusay was brave and courageous and 
compassionate with her risking of her own life of opening of her own home. Mosul Eye 
too did a very similar thing. He kept the light on for people both inside Mosul and to make 
sure that that was being reported to the world in the way that Waad, the husband did in 
For Sama. You know, these are very unique people. They're not run of the mill. We don't 
all have that courage.


Julian  24:42

I think that extreme circumstances, the people who stand out and become courageous 
are people with the extraordinary amounts of compassion and bravery. I mean, how you 
managed to find those people I've just no idea.


Jo  24:58

Well, funnily enough in Iraq, Um Qusay is really well known, she's seen as a national 
heroes, she's called the mother of Iraq. And Mosul Eye is a very famous historian and 
commentator on Iraq. So some of the criticisms that were made about the films from the 
Iraqi perspective is that those people were well known, but they're not well known to a 
Western audience. And we were making those films primarily for a Western audience. 


	 So that the West, you know, and it's being picked up by France and Germany, and 
it will be sold in America, it is to try and show empathy, and how important empathy is. 



And that with empathy is responsibility, and with responsibility are rights, and we took 
away people's rights. But I'd have to say that the horrors that I saw on film that were 
recorded of what went on under Saddam Hussein, and what went on the under the 
Americans, and what went on under ISIS, is really hard to say one is worse than the other. 


Julian  26:04

Yeah, horror is horror in whichever guise it comes in. But yeah, I mean, just for me, after 
they suffered all of those things, to have ISIS at the end there, you know, that was what...


Jo  26:16

They are still active


Julian  26:17

You told the story of not just those two people, but you told the story of ordinary people, 
and about how it affected them and what it meant in their lives, you know, and people 
who were horrifically injured as a consequence of just being there. And I think that it's the 
consequences of using violence. One of the things that comes across really strongly in 
Exodus and in Once Upon a time in Iraq is that, that we're all the same, we're just people, 
and that when the stories come out, you really hear that we are the same. And yet the 
way that those people are vilified by the media and the way that their stories are told, as if 
they're some kind of negative person, scrounger, who's just wanting to take advantage. 


	 One of the things that we hope to do with the podcast and with the stories is get 
stories from all over the world, because compassion is absolutely fundamental to who we 
are as human beings. And we have a choice about whether we, whether we make the 
most of that or not, down to an individual level. And sometimes it feels like what happens 
is that people make decisions, and they make block decisions about whole groups of 
people, or whole races, or whole countries, which talk about look at the differences. But 
in fact, when you hear the stories, and we all have this incredible capacity for 
compassion, that's the thing that comes across most strongly. And with the two stories 
Mosul Eye and Um Qusay, you know, you really bring those out strongly, but you bring 
them out on in those other stories as well. And like you're saying about the American 
journalist who witnessed all of that, actually, everybody suffered. 




Jo  28:08

Nobody walked away without Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, nobody that we spoke to. 
They were all suffering. The difference for me is that it doesn't minimise the suffering of 
any of those Americans and the guilt, we interviewed more people than we use in the 
program, some very, very damaged young men. But when you're a soldier, you walk 
away, you go back to your life,  your life's not the same. When you were an Iraqi, you go 
on living that hell, and the only thing they've got is hope. They have to go on hoping that 
things will be better. 


	 And the series director James Bluemel and I did two Q and A's at Chatham House 
along with a consultant who is a senior fellow there. And I've met Al-Basheer, who is the 
comedian who is in the series and tells story at the beginning of Episode Five about the 
suicide bomber, which is a sort of terrible microcosm of the whole horrible mess. What 
came out of the panel was that we hoped we had helped to go on hoping that things 
could get better by creating empathy. And that is compassion. For me, It's about trying 
to, in documentary, it's about giving voice to those who don't, who haven't been heard. 
Those people have all been there. Those stories were all there to be told. It's just that 
nobody wanted to tell them.


Julian  29:46

It's one of the facets of the modern era is, as opposed to the difficulties of filmmaking in 
years gone by, it's now possible to make films, and anyone can make a film, anyone can 
tell a story because they have a camera but also there's that whole thing about being able 
to make a TV program about it. About the stories and the lives of the people affected. And 
it makes it harder to hide behind the fact that war is supposed to be glorious, or there's 
some greater purpose to it. There are a few films knocking around now which have looked 
at the political decision making about going to war 


Jo  30:20

Vietnam, yeah, Ken Burns 


Julian  30:23

Exactly. Have you had any contact from any of the policymakers or the decision makers 
who've seen your documentary?




Jo  30:34

Of course not! Of course not. What do you think Tony Blair is gonna change his mind? 
Because he's heard the voices of the people that he attacked. Do you think Paul 
Grammer is sorry? Do you think George Bush regrets any actions he takes? They believe 
absolutely in what they did. And they, there is no mileage in them even beginning to look 
at those decisions of having been wrong. It's the people around them, then they go on 
being protected. And I think the greatest sin of the media is the fear mongering. So as 
long as people are frightened, they'll go on hating,


Julian  31:16

Which brings us to a whole area that I thought would be good to discuss, because, 
obviously, you're part of the media, and, and that your motivation for telling these stories 
is based around actually trying to make things better. But there's an awful lot of the media 
where that doesn't happen, where it's based on principles of, like you say, trying to make 
people feel fear, but also on greed and telling stories of maintaining the status quo. And 
given that you work in that environment, how have you managed to tread a path which 
avoids exploitation and retains integrity?


Jo  31:58

By staying really firmly in the genre of observational documentary, it's not mediated in the 
same way, you're still fighting the powers to be about, you know, the political stance. You 
take about the way that you portray people, but there's nobody mediating, there's no 
presenter, you are the mediators, and you are, as the program makers, you have 70% 
control over what you do. And it's a tiny proportion of the bigger picture of television. It's 
not where there's a lot of money, although there is a lot of money, I mean, there's loads of 
money being spent on making programs. 


	 But you're not trying to entertain people, you're trying to communicate with people. 
I think that when you're doing things like Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, you're being 
driven by other forces, which are not about listening, or educating or trying to understand 
or about compassion. When I look at things like that, I can't remember what it's called. 
But it's where people, Britain's Got Talent, or one of those, they become famous, Simon 
Cowell, whatever that is. It's about humiliation. It's gladiatorial. It's about putting people 
in the ring and laughing at them and watching them fail.




Julian  33:16

This is one of the things Rutger Bregman talks about in Humankind. He describes the 
process of how they started off making big brother, and that the first series was boring  
because people got on with each other and started working together. And they then had 
to set things up so that it looked like there was conflict in the house and that's been the 
theme of the reality programs ever since. But actually, the basis of what we're talking 
about is that people have this compassionate, competitive potential. And when it comes 
out, it makes us live longer, healthier, happier lives, and the terrible impact of it not being 
there. And what next for you, Jo?


Jo  34:02

I'm working with some students of making films, which is a really lovely thing to do. I will 
go on doing bits and pieces and documentary, but I think that that probably was my last 
big jump. It took two and a half years to make. It will never leave me. Some of that's really 
difficult to carry around in your hands. I hope that I can go on working and helping tell 
stories in different ways. I think I don't think I'll ever stop telling stories and giving voice to 
those who don't have voice and hoping that you reach the people that you can. But you 
recognise that there's a lot of people that are very invested in hatred. And you just hope 
that you may be just make a little dent in that. And you're not able to do more than that. 


Julian  34:53

Well, I think telling stories are the most powerful way of doing it funnily enough. 


Jo  34:57

Yeah. Yeah. 


Julian  34:58

You hope that those people who make the decisions which are lacking in compassion, 
actually look at the consequences of their decision making because they've managed to 
turn where people live into a living hell.


Jo  35:19

I do feel that whilst there's always those people like Um Qusay, like Waleed, like, Mosul 
Eye, that there's hope. And as long as there's hope, there's compassion. And as long as 
there's compassion, there's possibility.




Julian  35:37

Right, Jo. Now comes a moment where I ask you two questions, which I ask all our 
guests. The first one is, tell me about a moment when the smallest thing made the 
biggest difference.


Jo  35:52

I don't know, if it's the smallest thing. It was within very big circumstances, but it was 
towards the last sort of hours of mum's life. When you said to me, we'll never be divided 
again. We'll go on and change our history. That has propelled me forward. It opened 
doors and windows to a change in all sorts of relationships and possibilities. So that was 
the smallest thing that made the biggest difference. 


Julian  36:28

Well, I wish it had been some kind of profound wisdom that I'd uttered (laughing)


Jo  36:36

So do I, but that was never gonna happen 


Julian  36:38

It's not. The second question we have is what is your favourite public moment of 
compassion?


Jo  36:48

Recently, I watched a film called The Dawn Wall. And it was about a man who had had a 
terrible trauma, which defined the following sort of 20 years of his life. And his great 
ambition was to climb the Dawn Wall, El Capitan, it was a new route. And he was up there 
with his companion who he was climbing with, climbing companion. And this climbing 
companion couldn't get past one of the points. And the climber decided that he would 
wait for his friend, that getting to the top wasn't what it was about, getting to the top of it 
of El Capitan on his own, wasn't success and achievement. Making it together was what 
it was all about.




Julian  37:43

I watched the film on your recommendation, and it is a fantastic moment and what a 
metaphor for life. It's not about the goal that we achieve, but who we do it with. That 
makes the biggest difference. And it's such a lovely demonstration of, on a previous 
episode, one of my favourite moments was Alistair Brownlee helping his brother Jonathan 
across the line and has a very similar feel. 


Jo  38:12

Yeah. I saw that. 


Julian  38:14

Yeah. 


Jo  38:14

I saw that. But that moment in the Dawn Wall when he realises he's gonna wait, and he 
doesn't care how long is gonna wait. But he's gonna wait. And he believes in his, he 
believes in them. He was quite an extraordinary young man,


Julian  38:29

what a lovely man


Jo  38:31

Caldwell, isn't it john, Tommy Caldwell,


Julian  38:34

Tommy Caldwell


Jo  38:36

What an extraordinary moment when he realises that. Brilliant.




Julian  38:42

Well, that's a great note to finish on. Thank you very much.


Jo  38:46

Thank you.


Julian  38:47

Thank you, Jo.


Outro 38:49 

Thank you for listening to Survival of the Kindest. To join in the conversation, email us on 
compassion.pod@gmail.com or follow us on Twitter and Instagram at sotk_pod. Please 
join us next week for another compassionate chat.


END OF TRANSCRIPT 
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